WHITE LIGHT crystals, BOOKS, and angels
2155 west state route 89a, ste 201, Sedona, AZ 86336

928-282-0098

WWW, WHITELIGHTCRYSTALS.COM

**LAURALEI'S CHANNELED BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED ON AMAZON KINDLE FOR $8.
* GET AUDIO & MP3 DOWNLOADS of Spirit Guide Lectures hear Oden, St. Francis, Michael, Uriel, and Gabriel speak on
UNIVERSAL MATTERS!!
SEE OUR ETSY STORE: WHITELIGHTPENDANTS & STORE ON FACEBOOK!!

LAURALEI'S OPEN REMOTE CHANNELING SESSIONS VIA
ZOOM ALL WELCOME!
Everyone is welcome, come and hear an Ascended Master speak thru Lauralei, each participant may ask 5
minutes of questions and Lauralei will channel a message for the group.

*We can accept Venmo: Lauralei Norsemen or Paypal: whitelightcrysals@gmail.com
GROUP CHANNELINGS FOR MARCH
• THURS. MARCH 11 at 6:15 PM- ARIEL-$20
• THURS. MARCH 18 at 6:15 PM-ODEN -$20
• THURS. MARCH 25 at 6:15 PM-JERAMIE -$20
(MASTER’S MEETING SUNDAY, MARCH 21 at 6:30 pm)
MESSAGE FROM LAURALEI CHANNELING

Arianna- Totem animal healing 09/24/20
Hello. I am going to take a moment to talk about all of this sickness that is going on and most importantly I am going to
talk about what I feel it Is moving toward and moving away from. Within and without you always have the two things
occurring simultaneously. You have a lot of unrest in the world right now. You need your guardian angels more than
anything because there are so many people that are becoming mentally unrest. I don’t want to use the term ill because
that implies that there is something wrong with them or with their physical body. The unrest comes from all of the
negativity around them and all of the negativity being projected at them. The aura is like say a window on your car, if
you keep hitting it with a bat, the first couple of times maybe nothing will happen but the3rd, 4th or 5th or 6th time that
something happens, the glass weakens and then it breaks. You have a hole then in the window or a crack or maybe you
even have the whole window shatter and that’s what is happening to the aura. The aura around your body is a
protective shield. It is supposed to keep out energies that people are throwing at you that you don’t know or don’t want
in and it’s supposed to allow energies in from people that you know and love and want to be a part of. So, your
experiences that you have on the planet come from the energies that you mix with other people and your own energies
that are programmed before your birth to bring in different light, different events and different people to you. So, when
you have a large group of society that is yelling lies at you, which is a very strong form of negativity. People think
someone yelling a lie at you and someone hitting you with a bat, people think being hit with the bat is much worse
because you feel the pain immediately but when somebody is yelling a lie at you- the wound doesn’t appear right away
but it is just a deadly or just as destructive. So, when you have people who are yelling lies at you, your government, your
friends, your family, whomever- a lot of people that are just mad, mad at the rules, mad at those that break the rules,
mad for whatever reason. Again, you are in your car and they are also hitting and damaging the weak parts of your car. It
doesn’t matter if it is intentional or not or if you know these people or not. Normally we say if you don’t have a personal
connection, if they are not a friend a family or a coworker, most people cannot penetrate your protective shield of your

aura. But when you have a mass gathering of thousands upon thousands and sometimes tens of thousands or hundreds
of thousands of people that are telling un truths, trying to scare you, that are mad. And then you have the 200k that
have been sick or are in pain and if you don’t think that all those people dying at once is the same thing as a nuclear
bomb going off, all those people dying at once and screaming at once, and that creates a wave that hits you. So you have
not only the sick and dying and large increase in numbers, you have the large increase in civil unrest in people that are
angry and mad and you have all the hate groups that find it Is safe to scream lies and hate at you. So you are being
attacked in several different ways. You can’t help but feel that pressure on you as you are trying to stay safe in that car.
You can’t help but feel that invasion into your life and into your aura/and energy field. So now more than ever it is very
important to protect the aura and the energy field from outside influence. We have that 3-fold protection that has been
given to you where you envision a gold ball of light around you then a white ball of light around you then a silver ball of
light around you and you have 3 balls of light around you protecting your aura. What I would also like to offer you is that
you reach beyond the physical plane for protection and when you get settled and centered and you take a deep
cleansing breath then we want to call on all our animal totems and our spirit guides and we want to ask them to send
their protective lining to the very center of our aura. Think of a connection from the top of your head opening up only to
your spirit guardians and let them pour their love and light directly onto your aura to strengthen it while it is inside this
bubble of protection, the energy that they send is going to go into the aura directly and let that repair any splintering or
breakages or holes and ask them to continue to feed the energy of your own personal aura until you begin to feel
balance and a sense of peace. Alright, that is all, thank you!
SERVICES WE OFFER:
•

Psychic Readings

•

Numerology Reports

•

Astrology Reports

•

Channeled Readings

•

Oden Reiki Fairs

•

Energy Work

•

Open Channeling Sessions

•

Oden Lectures and CD's

•

Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP)

PRIVATE: ODEN & USUI REIKI LESSONS/CERITIFICATION
AVAILABLE WITH DAVID - CALL & SCHEDULE!
WHAT IS ODEN REIKI? TAKE USUI & ODEN REIKI FOR ONE PRICE! How does Oden Reiki Work? Everything alive has a
Life Force Energy, Aura or Shield around it. We know it can be photographed and we think many intuitive people can see it. What
exactly is this shield and what is its function while we exist on the physical plane? The Aura is a series of rings of energy that encircle
and nourish our physical and spiritual bodies. The inner ring usually remains the same color in our lives and it is the vibrational
frequency we used to enter this physical plane. The middle and outer rings change frequently. The patterns and colors contain all we
are, all we have experienced and everything we are about to. This is what a clairvoyant often tunes into when reading a person. If we
have any kind of dark or heavy pattern in our middle or outer auras, we might have a corresponding condition in our physical, mental or
emotional bodies. Rather than pulling the energy out or pouring light into it, Oden Reiki matches the frequency of such energy,
surpasses and then shatters it. Much in the same way Ella Fitzgerald did in the 1960's Memorex Commercials, when she shatters a
glass by hitting a high note. In easy terms, Oden Reiki is instantly in its results to purify the Aura, or Life Force Energy Field of anyone
or anything. Within minutes the offending energy pattern no longer exist as it was, it has been shattered to raw energy to be returned to
the first spiritual plane of Energy. This in turn can cause drastic and instant changes in the physical body.

*HOW TO PROGRAM A CRYSTAL: Crystals grow. Crystals have a natural pulse; because they are always growing, this pulse
makes them ideal to energize all electronics, including your watch, computer, radio, etc. This pulse can be heard on a subconscious

level. It is possible to place a thought in a crystal and it will pulse that thought to your subconscious brain. Since the subconscious brain
believes & incorporates whatever it hears repeatedly, you can make positive changes in your life by using crystals. Sit quietly, place the
crystal in your right hand, and. holds it to your third eye. Visualize and repeat what you want to change in the crystal. Does it for at least
3-5 minutes, and then the thought withholds? Send love to the thought and the crystal. Surround the crystal with gold light, place by
your bed or desk, somewhere where you spend a lot of time & let it do its work!
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